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packaging. The pareto approach include pareto algorithm step for identification of 
product defect or nonconformity associated with each line and product, pareto defect 

fect chat. Different nonconformity for product on each line 
were identified and ranked in descending order of count and cost using the pareto 
algorithm step. The result showed that particles and bottle chips displayed the highest 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Sustainability in quality manufacturing of goods is known to be an important factor in 
production/manufacturing sector especially in the packaging industries. The problems 
associated with sustainable quality production of alcohol beverages are quite enormous. To 
mention a few, this include low strength, high conductivity whichcan be attributed to different 
principle and quality factors ranging from economic to health objectives (Limleamthong and 
Guillén-Gosálbez, 2017). Applications of different integrated pareto optimization techniques 
to processes improves process quality and efficiency (Shang et al.,2016). On this note, Kim 
and Hong (2018), improved the quality and efficiency of seawater process treatment 
usingpareto optimal approach. The technique yielded efficient operation of the process, 
however the presence of small particles is still a great problem using this approach.Recent 
study showed that the adoption of the multiple objective prioritization as process design 
optimization technique has resulted in having different pareto points that will eventually lead 
to cost reductionand energy savings on the part of equipments(Wójcicki et al., 2018; Feng et 
al., 2016;Antipova et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2014). The development of new processes and 
product are faced with challenges of high cost variation depending on the processes and the 
product type especially in a multiple production industry. Implementation of a multi-objective 
pareto technique in the planning of the processes will yield better product quality(Chakraborty 
et al 2013;Guo et al., 2013). Further to this, Roriz et al., (2017) employed pareto analysis 
technique to improve the production processes of a carton manufacturing work station by 
reducing the set up time by 47%.Obviously, production processes involving different 
operating procedures can be optimized by modelling the respective procedures based on data 
in order to reduce reject rate and cost (Jarosz et al., 2018). Thus bringing a reduction in failure 
between the product and the set specification (Min et al., 2014). According to Salamati et al., 
(2018), there seems to be a major problem between cost and integrated production planning 
for a make-to-order production. Situations where an order is received after the machine 
commenced production becomes an issue to handle with pareto approach. adoptionofpareto 
efficient allocation and prioritization of the likelihood of failure occurrence has reduced cost 
and eliminated processes involving purification (Davis et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017;Liu 
andPapageorgiou, 2018).According to Basso and Vara, (2017), bottling plants are faced with 
the challenges of allocating new demand from customers on a production line which have 
commenced production due to different products and variations in sizes to be produced as 
well as the set up time involved. Allocating new production plan will eventually hamper the 
reliability analysis and a better method of identifying failures (Tsarouhas and Arvanitoyannis, 
2010). Although effort to employ envelopment technique and multi-objective decision 
approach has increased the sustainability of processes as well as reliability of production 
equipment (Theis et al., 2018;Perez-Gonzalez andFraminan). More so, adopting a better 
production scheduling will create some sustainable management policies that will lead to 
great savings in production cost and energy consumed (Akbar andIrohara, 2018).Further to 
this, sustainable management decisions will lead to process improvement and competitive 
advantage in terms of the market because of loss reduction and stable quality improvement 
(Silva et al., 2017; Nagy et al., 2018). From previous discourse, sustainability of processes 
using multiobjectivepareto technique has been the focus of most research. Considerations of 
failure of material during processing which lead to poor quality and high reject rate of 
products has not been given due attention. Therefore, the focus of this study is to highlight the 
major and minor failures associated with packaging of alcohol beverages based on data, 
analyse the failure rate and economic effect using pareto nonconformity approach. The result 
will guide management on the need to make adequate policies guiding quality materials 
acquisition for effective and efficient production. 
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2. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Packaging machines especially alcohol beverage packagingis faced with numerous quality 
problems such as presence of bottle chips or particle in already bottled products, low strength, 
high strength or conductivity, bend labels cut or freewheeling cap and many more. These 
failures in quality characteristics are either inspected into product or after the product has 
reached the final stage of production. The failures in materials used for production have 
associated cost which eventually decreases productivity, loss of customers due to competition 
and in some situations, ethic crisis set in (Yekini et al 2018). This can lead to an eventual shut 
down of companies in this category. Therefore, an assessment of the quality issues and the 
cost involved becomes a necessity using cost pareto approach. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

Three different lines producing different products were selected for this study. Pareto 
algorithm charting principles were employed in this study. The number of nonconformity or 
defects associated with each line were analysed and recorded while. The defect count for each 
of the defect type was sorted and recorded in descending order. the cost was calculated based 
on the cost of each material contributing to the product reject rate. 

Cost Pareto charting Algorithm steps used for all the defect types 

Step1. List of costs defects including types or causes were obtained 

Step2. The costs of defects type were added together 

Step 3. The defects and defect cost were arranged in descending order  

Step. 4Bar chart of each defects count and cost associated with it was obtained  

Table 1, presents the lines and product defect types. 

Table 1 List of Defects 

S/No LINE 1 LINE2 LINE3 

1 Product high strength Product high strength Product high strength 

2 Low strength of product Low strength of product Low strength of product 

3 Product colour variation Product colour variation Product colour variation 

4 Presence of particles or 
bottle chips 

Presence of particles or 
bottle chips 

Presence of particles or 
bottle chips 

5 Cut cap or freewheeling 
cap 

Compressed pet bottles Cut cap or freewheeling 
cap 

6 Bend label Cut cap or freewheeling 
cap 

Bend label 

7  Bend label  

The defect count and cost on each line were evaluated using pareto algorithm while the 
relationship between the defect count and defects as well as the variation in the cost of each 
defect are displayed in Figs. 1 to 6. 
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Fig1. Pareto chart of Defect count for Line 1 

 

Fig2. Cost Pareto chart of Defects for Line1 
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Fig 3. Pareto chart of Defect countfor Line 2 

 

Fig 4. Cost Pareto chart of Defectsfor Line 2 
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Fig 5. Pareto chart of Defect count for Line 3 

 

Fig 6. Cost Pareto chart of Defectsfor Line 3 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures1, presents the plot of defects count against the defect types while fig2.presents 
variation of cost of defects with the defect types for line 1. From fig1, it could be depicted 
from the chart that particles or bottle chips contributed the highest defect count on the line 
which is about 12followed by high strength with a defect count of 11 while the least was cut 
cap problem having5 count. The particle problems can be attributed to blending processing 
techniques or filtration problems during product transport while the high strength was due to 
improper selection of blending process parameters. Also the bottle chips were due to materials 
not meeting the standard as requested by the quality control and this also poses a great 
challenge to the packaging machines. More so, it can be seen from figure2 that particles and 
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bottle chips presence had the highest cost of about $16.44 owing to the defect count and the 
cost of each count. 

On the same hand, figures3-4 presents the defect counts and cost of defects for the 
production line2. Obviously, cut or freewheeling cap contributed to the highest defects on the 
line as well as particles or bottle chips having a cumulative of 26 counts. However, fig4 
showed that particles or bottle chips presence and compressed pet bottles contributed to a total 
cost of $27.40 on production line 2. On average the line had revenue reduction of about 
$58.84 in less than two hours’ operation considering all the identified defects. Furthermore, 
figures5-6 represents the pareto plot of defect counts and cost of each defect for production 
line 3. The frequency of particles or bottle chips occurrence in the product was recorded to be 
14times followed by bend label which gave a total count of 13times.Further to this, figure3 
presented the cost effects of the defects and it can be seen that particles and bottle chips 
contributed to revenue reduction by $15.44 as well as low strength having a total cost of about 
$13.15.  

The study first analyse the defects and the frequency of defect occurrence on each line 
before presenting the result in pareto defect chart and cost pareto defect for each line. The 
contribution of each defect to the quality process have been presented. As seen from the 
figures, presence of particles and bottle chips has the highest count of defects and this had 
affected the quality inbuilt of the process and overall product quality. The implication is that, 
particles or bottle chips constitute a major process downtime and product waste, especially in 
situations where the product have been completely packaged. This will also constitute ethical 
issues to the company if customers detect the defect. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this study, we employed the concept of paretooptimization techniques in robust analysis of 
quality defects associated with alcohol beverage packaging. This include pareto algorithm 
steps, pareto defect count chat and the cost pareto defect chat. The pareto algorithm has 
played a key role in making it easy to identify the product defects and its effects while the 
pareto chart helped in achieving the defect or nonconformity that contributed to the variation 
in product quality and revenue reduction. Application of the technique has revealed a robust 
quality issues on each line and the result showed that presence of particles and bottle chips 
contributed the highest defect count and cost. Cost Pareto technique has given a clear 
comprehension of different quality problems associated with packaging processes and 
solutions. Invariably, understanding of cost pareto technique provides access to better 
production process optimization and this has key role in quality sustainable process design 
and decision making. 
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